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Remote state preparation (RSP) enables a sender to remotely prepare the quantum state of a
receiver without sending the state itself. Recently, it has been recognized that quantum discord is
a necessary resource for RSP. Here, we theoretically and experimentally investigate whether RSP
can outperform dynamic classical remote state preparation processes. We show that such classical
processes can describe certain RSPs powered by quantum discord. Rather, we argue that a new
kind of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen steering for dynamical processes, called quantum process steering,
is the resource required for performing nonclassical RSP. We show how to measure quantum process
steering by experimentally realizing nonclassical RSP of photonic quantum systems. Moreover, we
demonstrate the transition from classical to quantum RSP. Our results also have applications in
realizing genuine quantum RSP for quantum-enabled engineering.
In the RSP protocol [1, 2], Alice and Bob initially share
an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pair |Ψ−〉 = (|01〉 −
|10〉)/√2. Because of rotational symmetry the state |Ψ−〉
can be rewritten as |Ψ−〉 = (U |s0〉 ⊗ U |s⊥0 〉 − U |s⊥0 〉 ⊗
U |s0〉)/
√
2 [3], where |s0〉 and |s⊥0 〉 are arbitrary pure
states that constitute an orthonormal basis, and U is an
arbitrary single qubit unitary operator. If the quantum
state, |s〉 = (|0〉+ eiφ |1〉)/√2, on the equatorial plane of
the Bloch sphere, is the target state envisaged by Alice,
she can measure her qubit in the basis {U |s0〉 , U |s⊥0 〉} to
prepare the state |s〉 = U |s0〉 for Bob. Depending on the
outcome of Alice’s measurement, one classical bit (cbit)
is sent from Alice to Bob in order to tell him whether or
not he needs to apply a pi rotation about the z axis for
state preparation to be achieved. For example, the state
|s〉 can be remotely prepared by using the RSP protocol
with |s0〉 = |0〉 and a rotation operator U : R(φ)=(|0〉〈0|+
eiφ |1〉〈0|+|0〉〈1|−eiφ |1〉〈1|)/√2. See Fig. 1.
The RSP confers the obvious advantage of remotely
manipulating Bob’s qubit. In particular, if Bob is unable
to locally implement the target operator U but only the
simple pi rotation, Alice can help. Moreover, compared to
teleportation [4], which requires Bell-state measurements
[5] for transmitting an unknown qubit, the RSP protocol
only needs local measurements on Alice’s particle. These
two features makes RSP appealing and well adapted
for a range of applications in quantum information and
quantum engineering — from deterministically creating
single-photon states [6] to preparing single-photon hybrid
entanglement [7], initializing atomic quantum memory
[8], and assisting teleportation between atomic-ensemble
quantum nodes [9].
Identifying truly quantum RSP, irreproducible by any
classical means, is not only significant in its own right,
but can be useful for realizing the power of quantum-
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FIG. 1. Remote state preparation (RSP). To prepare Bob’s
remote state |s〉 with a desired operation U , Alice first per-
forms the operation U† and then measures her qubit (part of
the state |Ψ−〉) in the basis {|s0〉 , |s⊥0 〉}. Suppose |s0〉 = |0〉,
|s⊥0 〉 = |1〉, as shown on the Bloch sphere by the Bloch vec-
tors, and U = R(φ) is a rotation operator. If Alice obtains the
result |0〉 (|1〉), she sends Bob the message +1 (−1) via a clas-
sical channel to show that his qubit is in the prepared state:
R(φ) |0〉 = (|0〉 + eiφ |1〉)/√2, without correction, denoted as
the identity I in the figure (with a correction of the Pauli-Z
operation). It is worth noting that, while Bob may know the
U , the prepared states |s〉 are unknown to him as the |s0〉 is
unknown as well. The above procedure equivalently results
in a quantum operation ERSP which transforms |s0〉 to |s〉, as
described in Eq. (1).
enabled technologies in which RSP plays a role [6–9].
Validation of RSP naturally leads to the following funda-
mental question: what are the physical resources actually
required to realize nonclassical RSP?
More recently, it was discovered that quantum dis-
cord [10–12], which measures nonclassical correlations
between two systems in terms of the difference between
two prescribed expressions for mutual information, serves
as a resource for RSP [13]. While maximally-entangled
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2EPR pairs are assumed to be the default states used in
the ideal RSP protocol, rather remarkably, states with no
entanglement can outperform entangled states in RSP
once they possess non-zero geometric quantum discord
[15, 17]. Importantly, this kind of verification relies on
assumptions deduced from quantum theory. It does not
generally hold for practical implementations where ex-
perimental imperfections can be described by classical
physics. The same assumption is made in the fidelity
benchmarks for RSP [16], which offer a seminal paradigm
for ruling out certain cheating strategies. This issue turns
out to hinge on whether it is possible to simulate RSP
using classical methods.
Driven by the desire to understand the resources neces-
sary for the nonclassical preparation of quantum remote
states, we investigate to what extent RSP can be per-
formed with generic classical dynamical processes. We in-
troduce a model to capture the classical dynamic change
to a state which can occur as the result of a remote-
state preparation process. The scenario considered in
this model generally goes beyond the assumptions made
in the existing verification methods [13, 16]. We show
that certain RSPs based on quantum discord can be de-
scribed by such classical processes. A new kind of EPR
steering [1, 2] is found and proven to be necessary for
surpassing such classical preparation of quantum remote
states. This enables nonclassicality of experimental im-
plementations to be measured in terms of quantum pro-
cess steering, which we will introduce below. Experimen-
tal demonstration using polarization-correlated photon
pairs support our theoretical predictions.
Theory.—The whole RSP process can be considered as
a quantum operation, ERSP, implementing the following
state transformation:
ρs = ERSP(ρs0), (1)
where ρs0 = |s0〉〈s0| is the initial state before the RSP
process, and ρs = |s〉〈s| is the output state after the pro-
cess occurs. It is worth emphasizing that RSP is nonclas-
sical since ERSP performs a unitary quantum-mechanical
transformation U . Moreover, ERSP comprises all the op-
erations and resources required to implement the RSP
protocol. Therefore, any experimental imperfections in
these necessary elements can affect the realization of
ERSP. The worst case scenario is when a real-world RSP
process may be interpreted as a classical process.
To demonstrate our classical RSP model, we first
note that the input state |s0〉 can be represented by
ρs0 = (I + ~s0 · ~σ)/2, where I is the identity matrix,
~s0 = (s01, s02, s03) is a real three-dimensional vector
(called the Bloch vector [10], see Fig. 1) with |~s0| = 1,
and ~σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) consists of σ1 = X, σ2 = Y ,
and σ3 = Z Pauli matrices. After a RSP process E ,
the remote state of Bob’s qubit is prepared in the state
E(ρs0) = [E(I) +
∑3
m=1 s0mE(σm)]/2. Explicitly, the ob-
servables transform as E(I) = ∑1n=0 E(|n〉mm〈n|) and
E(σm) =
∑1
n=0 vnmE(|n〉mm〈n|), where vnm = (−1)n
and |n〉m are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of σm, re-
spectively. As shown above, for a given initial state ρs0 ,
the remote state E(ρs0) is determined by the RSP process
applied to the eigenstates, E(|n〉mm〈n|).
In our model of classical RSP, we assume that the
whole process is performed in the absence of EPR pairs.
Furthermore, Alice is assumed to be unable to implement
any unitary transformations. Instead, the classical RSP
consists of the following three steps. First, there exists
a recipe which specifies how the eigenstates |n〉mm〈n| are
described by classical pre-existing states. This step rep-
resents Alice identifying which pre-existing state she has.
The second step describes how the classical states change
during the RSP process. The transition of classical states
mimics the unitary transformation in the RSP task. Fi-
nally, the final classical states determine the qubit states
that Bob has at the end of the classical RSP process.
A classical pre-existing state is a outcome set com-
posed of the pre-existing outcomes corresponding to the
observables σm under the assumption of classical realism
[20], and is described by vλ ≡ (vn11, vn22, vn33), where
λ = 4n1 + 2n2 + n3 + 1 for n1, n2, n3 ∈ {0, 1} is a
unique index determining the set. In a classical RSP,
denoted as Ec, an initial state, say |n〉mm〈n|, is inter-
preted as a pre-existing (realistic) outcome vnm of certain
pre-existing states vλ. For example, the classical states
vλ (for λ = 1, 2, 3, 4) possess the same state property of
vn11 = v01. Moreover, Ec causes the vλ to classically tran-
sit to another classical pre-existing state. After the state
transition has occurred, the final classical state, say vµ,
indicates a possible remote state ρµ for Bob’s “qubit”.
The RSP in the above scenario can be described by the
map
Ec(|n〉mm〈n|) =
∑
λ
p(λ|vnm) ρ˜λ ∀ n,m, (2)
where p(λ|vnm) is the probability of finding vλ
conditioned on the pre-existing outcome vnm with∑
λ p(λ|vnm) = 1, ρ˜λ =
∑
µ Ωµλρµ denotes Bob’s possi-
ble remote states, and Ωµλ is the probability of transition
from vλ to vµ. The process Ec then classically prepares
an arbitrary input state ρs0 as Ec(ρs0) = ρrc|s0 , where
ρrc|s0=
1
2
[Ec(I) +
∑
m,n
s0mvnmEc(|n〉mm〈n|)] ∀ |s0〉 , (3)
with a Bloch vector ~rc. This process of preparing remote
states is classical in the sense that the initial states and
their subsequent evolution are both classical, i.e., the es-
sential elements in a dynamical map all follow a local and
realistic classical theory.
The resulting state [Eq. (12)] of the classical map
[Eq. (2)] is a generalization of the local hidden state
(LHS) model [1, 2], including the temporal analogue of
the LHS model [3, 4]. The LHS model demonstrates
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FIG. 2. Experimental set-up for RSP. Polarization-correlated
photon pairs are created via type-II spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC) [12] from a β-barium borate (BBO)
crystal with 2 mm thickness at a wavelength of 780 nm, where
the BBO crystal is pumped with a laser beam at 390 nm with
a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The longitudinal and spatial
walk-off of the photons in modes a and b are compensated by a
half-wave plate (HWP) at 90◦ and a correction BBO (CBBO)
of 1 mm thickness. A combination of two quarter-wave plates
(QWP) and one HWP is used to control the phase introduced
by optical elements such that the entangled photons are pre-
pared in the state |Ψ−〉. All photons are filtered by narrow
bandwidth filters (∆λ ∼ 3 nm) and are monitored by silicon
avalanche single-photon detectors. Coincidences are recorded
by a field-programmable gate-array-based coincidence unit.
how Alice uses a classical strategy to affect the states
of Bob’s qubit without EPR pairs; the invalidation of
this model shows EPR steering of the shared pair. In
contrast, Eq. (12) describes the relationship between all
possible inputs from Alice and outputs for Bob of a clas-
sical dynamical process designed to simulate a RSP task.
In addition to Alice’s measurement, which is only the ac-
tion taken in a steering scenario, Eq. (12) emulates all
the necessaties required to realize the RSP protocol, in-
cluding Alice’s manipulation related to U , classical com-
munication, and Bob’s correction operations.
Compared to the conventional model describing [1, 2]
and quantifying [23, 24] EPR steering, the generalized
LHS model is stricter because it is a larger class consist-
ing of LHS models and the criterion describing dynamical
processes. These constraints make the generalized LHS
model effective in examining all possible output states
for all |s0〉 in a RSP task. Any E with outputs that can-
not be represented in the form [Eq. (12)] for any pure
inputs implements a nonclassical map, which is called
quantum process steering. See Supplemental Material
[25] for detailed comparisons between this generalized
LHS model [Eq. (12)] and the standard LHS model.
To evaluate how well a given experimental process E
surpasses the generalized LHS model, we compare its
output, E(ρs0) = ρr|s0 , with all possible outputs from
classical processes, ρrc|s0 , for all pure input states ρs0 .
We illustrate four different methods to measure and (or)
identify the capability of E to exhibit quantum process
steering, called process steerability.
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FIG. 3. Visualization of nonclassical RSPs. We experimen-
tally demonstrated nonclassical RSPs, Eφ, for (a) φ = 0, (b)
φ = pi/2, (c) φ = pi, and (d) φ = 3pi/2. The errors from Pois-
sonian noise in all fidelities are below 0.5%. The quantumness
of Eφ can be visualized from the output states ρr|s0 shown on
the Bloch sphere. The ρr|s0 generated by the ideal prepara-
tion E(φ)RSP are on the surface of the Bloch sphere (gray mesh).
Conditioned on 98 randomly chosen pure input states ρs0 , we
observed all the corresponding output states (blue points) of
Eφ having larger Bloch vectors, |~r| > |~rc|, compared to the
states ρrc|s0 (red points) derived from the classical RSP Ec
with the best process fidelity.
(i) Quantum composition α:
ρr|s0 = αρrQ|s0 + (1− α)ρrc|s0 ∀ |s0〉 , (4)
where α describes the minimum proportion of ρr|s0 as
being the ρrQ|s0 that cannot be represented by ρrc|s0 .
(ii) Quantum robustness β:
ρr|s0 + βρnoise|s0
1 + β
= ρrc|s0 ∀ |s0〉 , (5)
where β is the minimum amount of the noise ρnoise|s0
added such that the ρr|s0 becomes classical.
(iii) Average-state-fidelity criterion for quantum RSP:
F¯s(E)≡
∫
ds0〈s0|U†E(ρs0)U |s0〉 > F¯sc ∼ 0.79, (6)
where F¯sc ≡ maxEc F¯s(Ec), and the integral is over the
uniform measure ds0 on state space and
∫
ds0 = 1.
(iv) Complementary-state-fidelity criterion for quantum
RSP:
F¯comp(E)≡1
4
2∑
q=1
1∑
n=0
F (q)sn (E) >
1
4
(3F¯sc + 1) ∼ 0.84, (7)
where F
(q)
sn (E) ≡ 〈s(q)0n |U†E(ρs(q)0n )U |s
(q)
0n 〉 for q = 1, 2 de-
note the state fidelities over arbitrary two orthonormal
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FIG. 4. Experimental transition from classical to quantum RSP. (a) Experimental RSPs varying with the photon walk-off effect.
Given a target RSP, E(0)RSP, the process steering of experimental RSPs changes with the setting angle (θHWP) of the half-wave
plate used for compensating the photon walk-off effect (Fig. 2). The walk-off compensation does not exist at θHWP = 0
◦,
which results in a completely mixed state of photon pair. The experimental average state fidelity, F¯s,expt(E), and process
steerability, αexpt and βexpt, monotonically increase with θHWP and are highly consistent with the theoretical predictions
of F¯s,theory(E), αtheory, and βtheory, where the effect of noise in the photon pairs created has been taken into account [25].
Compared to the theoretical predictions that are calculated using effective noise states, the ideal predictions of F¯s,ideal(E),
αideal, and βideal are obtained from perfect photon pairs, |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−| [25]. A RSP is nonclassical and close to E(0)RSP only when
satisfying the criterion [Eq. (18)]. For example, the created state at θHWP = 40
◦ possesses quantum discord [17] (Dtheory ∼ 0.07,
Dexpt ∼ 0.08) [25] and steerability in terms of steerable weight [23] (SWtheory ∼ 0.15, SWexpt ∼ 0.02) [25], but the resulting
RSP is not superior to Ec. (b) Experimental RSPs by the Werner states. A variety of polarization-correlated photon pairs in
the Werner states ρW (pnoise) are created to realize the RSP protocol. As theoretically shown and experimentally demonstrated,
a RSP is nonclassical only when the noise is lower than certain thresholds. Moreover, a ρW (pnoise) which possesses quantum
discord can even result in a classical RSP, e.g., (Dtheory ∼ 0.11, Dexpt ∼ 0.10) for pnoise = 0.5, where the effect of noise in created
photon pairs is also taken into account [25]. The ideal values of F¯s,ideal(E), αideal, and βideal are calculated using ρW (pnoise).
and complementary state bases, S1 = {|s(1)00 〉 , |s(1)01 〉}
and S2 = {|s(2)00 〉 , {|s(2)01 〉}, with |〈s(1)0n |s(2)0n′〉| = 1/
√
2 for
n, n′ = 0, 1.
In measuring α or β, or determining the threshold F¯sc,
the optimization problem with respect to the dynami-
cal maps Ec can be solved by semi-definite programming
[25]. The criterion [Eq. (19)] is based on the fact that,
since F¯comp(E) ≤ (3F¯s(E) + 1)/4 [5], beating the clas-
sical limit implies a quantum RSP. While the methods
defined in (i)-(iii) can characterize the whole RSP pro-
cess for all pure input states |s0〉, practical experimental
realizations require complete process tomography [10]. In
contrast, implementing the criterion (iv), Eq. (19), is ef-
ficient and requires only two complementary sets of input
states. For example, to identify experimental RSPs close
to a target ERSP of U = R(φ), one can follow the RSP
protocol and examine the experimental results with the
criterion [Eq. (19)], using |s0〉 ∈ Sn = {|0〉n+1 , |1〉n+1},
for n = 1, 2, as input states.
We now consider the process steerability of the ideal
RSP process for arbitrary U . In this ideal case, ERSP
has a quantum composition of α = 1, a quantum robust-
ness of β = 0.464, and for the fidelity criteria [Eqs. (18)
and (19)], gives F¯s(ERSP) = F¯comp(ERSP) = 1. These
values will decrease when contaminated with noise. For
example, when the Werner state ρW (pnoise) = (1 −
pnoise) |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+pnoiseI⊗ I/4, is used for RSP to repre-
sent noise in the state creation process, the process steer-
ability decreases with increasing noise intensity pnoise and
disappears at pnoise = 1 − 1/
√
3 ∼ 0.42, while the un-
derlying Werner state still possesses a non-zero quantum
discord.
Process steerability serves as the resource required to
yield a higher payoff for nonclassical RSP. The fidelity
thresholds in the criteria [Eqs. (18) and (19)] are stricter
than the fidelity threshold, 〈s0|U†E(ρs0)U |s0〉 = 1/2, for
the RSPs enabled by quantum discord [13]. Furthermore,
compared with existing fidelity benchmarks [16], our for-
malism allows, in the classical regime, for imperfections
in Alice’s results, and removes the assumption that can
cause false-positive results in the benchmarks proposed
in Ref. [16], i.e., when Bob knows the target states in the
cheating strategies. Therefore, our fidelity criteria eases
the necessary requirements of high state fidelity in the
benchmarks.
Experiment and results.—In the experiment, we gener-
ate photon pairs correlated in the polarization degree of
freedom. A schematic diagram of our experimental set-
5up is shown in Fig. 2. We first implement four different
kinds of RSP, denoted as Eφ, while we denote the ideal
RSP process as E(φ)RSP, which are identified by the choice
of single-qubit unitaries, U = R(φ). The experimental
results for the criteria outlined in (i)-(iv), and the con-
crete comparisons between Eφ, E(φ)RSP and Ec are shown
in Fig. 3. The experimental RSPs exhibit quantum pro-
cess steering and are seen to be close to the target RSP
according to the fidelity criteria, which confirms the re-
alizations of nonclassical RSPs.
In Fig. 4(a), we demonstrate how the photon walk-
off effect affects the process steerability of the resulting
RSPs. The walk-off effect describes that the ordinary
and the extraordinary photons created via type-II SPDC
possess different velocities inside the BBO crystal. Such
effect makes generated photon pairs separable and the
resulting experimental RSP classical. The walk-off effect
can be compensated by a HWP and a CBBO in each
mode a and b (see Fig. 2). By varying the compensa-
tion of the walk-off of the photons from SPDC, the gen-
erated photon pairs can contribute to different process
steerabilities. Figure 4(b) shows that experimental pro-
cess steerability varies with the mixedness of the Werner
state ρW (pnoise). To experimentally set the noise weight
of pnoise, the Werner states were generated by appropri-
ately arranging the measurement durations [28, 29].
In Fig. 4(a), we show an example where a photon pair
with non-zero quantum discord and EPR steerability re-
sults in an RSP that does not satisfy the fidelity crite-
ria.The experimental results in Fig. 4(b) illustrate further
that Ec can even describe certain RSP processes which
rely on quantum discord. They are consistent with the
theoretical analysis showing that quantum process steer-
ing enables quantum RSP.
We have shown that quantum process steering is the
necessary resource that enables RSP to surpass clas-
sical dynamical methods of preparing remote states.
We experimentally demonstrated this new kind of EPR
steering, via several criteria, using different types of
polarization-correlated photon states. Our demonstra-
tion also shows that other quantum characteristics of
polarization-correlated photon pairs, such as quantum
discord and standard EPR steering, do not guarantee the
existence of nonclassical RSP. Our results outline how to
achieve genuine quantum RSP, and are of importance
for applications where ruling out any classical mimicries
of RSP is necessary. They may provide a useful insight
into identifying nonclassical processes for other quantum-
information tasks, such as universal one-way quantum
computing [30–34] or quantum communication in quan-
tum networks [35, 36].
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE
GENERALIZED LHS MODEL AND THE
STANDARD LHS MODEL
The local hidden state (LHS) model [1, 2] describes the
state of Bob’s qubit conditioned on Alice’s measurement:
ρnm =
∑
λ
p(λ|vnm)ρλ ∀n,m, (8)
where vnm denotes the nth measurement outcome of Al-
ice’s mth measurement. Alternatively, this can be repre-
sented by unnormalized states and rephrased as
ρ′nm =
∑
λ
p(vnm|λ)ρ′λ ∀n,m, (9)
where ρ′nm = p(vnm)ρnm and ρ
′
λ = p(λ)ρλ, and p(vnm|λ)
is the probability of finding the outcome vnm con-
ditioned on the classical state vλ. The relation of
p(vnm)p(λ|vnm) = p(λ)p(vnm|λ) has be used to derive
Eq. (9) from Eq. (8). Given Alice’s choice of measure-
ment m and outcome vnm, any assemblage {ρ′nm}nm of
unnormalized states which Alice’s measurement affects
Bob’s particle into which cannot be represented in the
form (9) is called steerable [1, 2].
To discuss the difference between our classical model
and the LHS model, we first note that, given the input
state |n〉mm〈n|, a classical RSP, Ec, generates an output
described by Eq. (2) in the main text:
Ec(|n〉mm〈n|) =
∑
λ
∑
µ
p(λ|vnm)Ωµλρµ ∀ n,m, (10)
which can be written as
Ec(|n〉mm〈n|) =
∑
λ
p(λ|vnm)ρλ ∀ n,m, (11)
under the condition of Ωµλ = δµλ. When comparing
Eq. (8) and Eq. (11) we summarize the following two
points:
(i) While they are of the same form and Eq. (11) can be
considered as a LHS model, Ec cannot be fully defined by
considering only some of the output states Ec(|n〉mm〈n|)
under the inputs |n〉m in the LHS model via Eq. (11).
Rather, since the Ec is a dynamical process, it can be
completely defined only when output states for all the
pure input states are taken into account. Note that, it is
7unnecessary to include mixed input states because they
can be generated by incoherently mixing pure states.
(ii) From the task-oriented viewpoint, any assemblage
{ρr|s0} of output states derived from an experimental
RSP process which cannot described by
ρrc|s0=
1
2
[Ec(I) +
∑
m,n
s0mvnmEc(|n〉mm〈n|)] ∀ |s0〉 , (12)
as shown in Eq. (3) in the main text, is called process
steerable, which corresponds to the term introduced in
the main text: quantum process steering.
For the above reasons, the resulting state (12) of the
classical map Ec therefore is a generalized LHS model.
Such a generalization makes identifying and quantifying
quantum process steering rather different from the meth-
ods for quantitatively characterizing EPR steering. See
the next section for further detailed discussions.
The above analysis, comparisons and conclusion are
applicable to the temporal LHS model for temporal steer-
ing [3, 4]. In the temporal scenario, Alice performs a
measurement on a single system in a certain initial state
at time t = 0. After the measurement, the initial state
becomes, say |n〉mm〈n|. Then this state is sent into a
quantum channel E for a time t. At time t, Bob receives
the system of the state E(|n〉mm〈n|) = ρnm(t). Following
the un-normalized assemblage [1, 2] in the standard LHS
model, the un-normalized states in temporal scenario is
defined by ρTnm = p(vnm)ρnm(t), where the superscript T
reminds one that the assemblage {ρTnm}nm is for tempo-
ral steering. In the temporal LHS model, an unsteerable
assemblage is defined as
ρTnm =
∑
λ
p(vnm|λ)ρTλ ∀n,m, (13)
where ρTλ = p(λ)ρλ(t) and ρλ(t) is created from a source
which determines the possible correlations between Al-
ice’s (at time t = 0) and Bob’s measurement results (at
the time t) under classical realism. By using the same
method as shown above, Eq. (13) can be rephrased as
ρnm(t) =
∑
λ
p(λ|vnm)ρλ(t) ∀n,m. (14)
Still, when comparing Eq. (11) to Eq. (14), Ec cannot
be fully defined by considering the finite output states
Ec(|n〉mm〈n|) under the inputs |n〉mm in the temporal
LHS model via Eq. (11). The Ec can be defined only
when the output states, Ec(ρs0) = ρrc|s0(t), for all the
pure input states are considered, where
ρrc|s0(t)=
1
2
[Ec(I) +
∑
m,n,λ
s0mvnmEc(|n〉mm〈n|)] ∀ |s0〉 .
(15)
QUANTUM COMPOSITION, QUANTUM
ROBUSTNESS, AND THE FIDELITY CRITERIA
In this section, we will introduce how to calculate
quantum composition α, quantum robustness β, and the
fidelity bound F¯sc in the fidelity criteria. The methods
introduced in the main text to measure and (or) identify
process steerability of an experimental process E are
summarized as follows:
(i) Quantum composition α. For all possible pure states
|s0〉 (i.e., |~s0| = 1), the corresponding prepared remote
states, E(ρs0) = ρr|s0 , can be decomposed as
ρr|s0 = αρrQ|s0 + (1− α)ρrc|s0 ∀ |s0〉 , (16)
where the quantum composition α describes the mini-
mum proportion of ρr|s0 that cannot be represented by
the classically prepared states ρrc|s0 . An ideal RSP shows
that ρr|s0 is fully composed of the ρrQ|s0 that cannot be
represented by ρrc|s0 , i.e., α = 1.
(ii) Quantum robustness β. In this case the prepared
states can be written as
ρr|s0 + βρnoise|s0
1 + β
= ρrc|s0 ∀ |s0〉 , (17)
where the quantum robustness β is the minimum amount
of the noise ρnoise|s0 added such that the ρr|s0 becomes
a classically prepared remote state. When β = 0, the
experimental RSP is already classical. Increasing β in-
creases the difference between ρr|s0 and ρrc|s0 .
(iii) Average state fidelity. The E is identified as be-
ing faithful to show quantum process steering if the
state fidelity of E(ρs0) and ERSP(ρs0): Fs,s0(E) ≡
〈s0|U†E(ρs0)U |s0〉, averaged over all possible input pure
states is larger than the maximum averaged state fidelity
derived from classical RSP, F¯sc≡maxEc F¯s(Ec), i.e.,
F¯s(E)≡
∫
ds0Fs,s0(E) >F¯sc ∼ 0.79, (18)
where the integral is over the uniform measure ds0 on
state space and
∫
ds0 = 1.
(iv) Complementary state fidelity. Suppose that
S1 = {|s(1)00 〉 , |s(1)01 〉} and S2 = {|s(2)00 〉 , {|s(2)01 〉} are
two orthonormal and complementary state bases, where
|〈s(1)0n |s(2)0n′〉| = 1/
√
2 for n, n′ = 0, 1. Let us consider
the state fidelities F
(q)
sn (E) ≡ 〈s(q)0n |U†E(ρs(q)0n )U |s
(q)
0n 〉 for
q = 1, 2. The E is faithful and possess quantum process
steerability if the complementary state fidelity F¯comp(E)
[5] beating the classical limit implies quantum RSP:
F¯comp(E)≡1
4
2∑
q=1
1∑
n=0
F (q)sn (E)>F¯comp,c ≡
1
4
(3F¯sc+1) ∼ 0.84.
(19)
8In measuring the α, β, F¯s and determining the thresh-
old F¯sc and F¯comp,c, it is necessary to consider the con-
tributions from all pure states |s0〉 in the respective com-
putational tasks. To solve such questions, we first note
that Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) can be rephrased as
E(ρs0) = αEQ(ρs0) + (1− α)Ec(ρs0) (20)
and
E(ρs0) + βEnoise(ρs0)
1 + β
= Ec(ρs0), (21)
respectively, where EQ(ρs0) = ρrQ|s0 and Enoise(ρs0) =
ρnoise|s0 . Then the optimization problems with respect
to states become to the optimization of α and β with
respect to dynamical maps [6]. Moreover, it has been
shown that F¯s(E) = (2FE + 1)/3 [5, 7], implying that
the F¯s can be derived from FE , i.e., the process fidelity
of E and ERSP. Equivalently, the criterion (18) becomes
FE > FEc , where the FEc is obtained by considering the
best similarity between Ec and ERSP. Finally, as E is
experimentally measured, α, and β, F¯sc can therefore be
determined by semi-definite programming (SDP) [8, 9]
and the F¯comp,c can be calculated through F¯sc.
In practical experiments, the experimental process E
can be fully described by using the process tomography
algorithm [10, 11] and then be represented by a posi-
tive Hermitian matrix, called process matrix, χexpt. The
process matrix χexpt is constructed by the specific out-
put states E(|n〉mm〈n|) which are the output states of
the eigenstates of three Pauli matrices. Considering the
output states E(|n〉mm〈n|) from a classical RSP Ec, we
can use process tomography algorithm to get a process
matrix χc for the classical RSP Ec. Thus, Eq. (20) and
Eq. (21) can be rephrased as
χexpt = αχQ + (1− α)χc (22)
and
χexpt + βχnoise
1 + β
= χc, (23)
respectively, and the FEc can be represented as FEc =
maxχc [tr(χcχRSP)], where χRSP is the process matrix of
ERSP and χQ and χnoise are the process matrices of EQ
and Enoise respectively. The process matrices χexpt and
χc can be used to solve the optimization problems of the
optimization of α, β, and F¯sc. To calculate α, β, and F¯sc
via SDP, we let the processes in SDP satisfy the definition
of process matrices or density matrices by the following
constraint. A process matrix χ and a density matrix
ρ must be positive semi-definite, i.e., χ ≥ 0 and ρ ≥ 0.
Since a process matrix is constructed of the output states
E(|n〉mm〈n|) and the output states of the Ec for classical
RSP model is determined by Bob’s possible remote states
ρ˜λ in Eq. (2) in the main text, the process matrix χc must
satisfy ρ˜λ ≥ 0,∀λ.
According to Eq. (22), by representing (1 − α)χc as
a unnormalized process matrix χ˜c = (1 − α)χc, quan-
tum composition α can be obtained by minimizing the
following quantity via SDP with MATLAB [8, 9]: α =
minχ˜c [1− tr(χ˜c)], under the following constraints:
χ˜c ≥ 0;
ρ˜λ ≥ 0,∀λ;
χexpt − χ˜c ≥ 0.
The first constraint ensures that the χ˜c must be positive
semi-definite since it is a process matrix. The second
constraint ensures that all possible remote states in clas-
sical RSP model are positive semi-definite. The third
constraint makes the process matrix of EQ satisfy the
definition of process matrices which need to be positive
semi-definite.
As the method used to solve α, to calculate the quan-
tum robustness β, we define χ˜c = (1 + β)χc. Thus,
according to Eq. (23), the quantum robustness β of
χexpt can be obtained by using SDP to solve β =
minχ˜c [tr(χ˜c)− 1]. The constraints for solving β via SDP
are
χ˜c ≥ 0;
ρ˜λ ≥ 0,∀λ;
χ˜c − χexpt ≥ 0;
tr(χ˜c) ≥ 1.
The first and second constraints are the same as the con-
straints used in calculating α. The third constraint en-
sures that β ≥ 0. The fourth constraint is the condition
of positive semidefiniteness for βχnoise = (1+β)χc−χexpt
in Eq. (23).
With the process matrix χRSP of ERSP, the fidelity
bounds FEc ≡ maxχ˜c [tr(χ˜cχRSP)] can be solved under
the constraints
χ˜c ≥ 0;
ρ˜λ ≥ 0,∀λ;
tr(χ˜c) = 1,
which make the χ˜c be a normalized matrix to calcu-
late fidelity. While we get the fidelity bound FEc , the
average-state-fidelity bound F¯sc and the complementary-
state-fidelity bound F¯comp,c can be calculated through
F¯sc = (2FEc + 1)/3 and F¯comp,c = (3F¯sc + 1)/4.
EXPERIMENTAL PHOTON PAIRS
The experimental set-up for generating polarization-
correlated photon pairs to achieve certain RSP is shown
in Fig. 2 in the main text. A type-II β-barium borate
(BBO) crystal with 2 mm thickness is pumped by ul-
traviolet laser pulses with a central wavelength of 390
9nm, pulse duration of 135 fs, repetition rate of 76 MHz,
and power of 250 mW to generate polarization-correlated
photon pairs at a central wavelength of 780 nm via
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) pro-
cess [12]. The photon pairs then pass through birefrin-
gent compensators, i.e., two half-wave plates (HWP) and
two correction BBO (CBBO) crystals with 1 mm thick-
ness, to eliminate the longitudinal and spatial walk-off
effects. Note that the setting angle of the HWPs in both
mode a and mode b are 90◦ under ideal compensation
circumstance, i.e., θHWP,a = θHWP,b = θHWP = 90
◦.
Subsequently, we utilize a phase controller consisting of
two quarter-wave plates (QWP) and a HWP to obtain
the desired state, |Ψ−〉. Finally, the photon pairs are fil-
tered by narrow-band filters with 3 nm bandwidth and
are detected by silicon avalanche single-photon detectors.
The resulting state of the created photon pairs, de-
noted as ρexpt, can be experimentally characterized via
state tomography using a pair of polarization analyzers;
each consisting of a QWP, a HWP, and a polarizer, in
mode a and mode b, respectively. The measured density
matrix of the created photon pairs after the designed
compensation (θHWP = 90
◦) is of the following form:
ρexpt(90
◦) =

0.02 −0.01 + 0.02i −0.01− 0.01i 0.01i
−0.01− 0.02i 0.49 −0.45 + 0.03i 0.01 + 0.01i
−0.01 + 0.01i −0.45− 0.03i 0.48 0.01− 0.02i
−0.01i 0.01− 0.01i 0.01 + 0.02i 0.01
 , (24)
where the fidelity of ρexpt(90
◦) and the target state,
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|, is F = tr [ρexpt(90◦) |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|] ∼ 0.94 in our
experiment. The maximum-likelihood technique [13] has
been used to make the desnsity matrix ρexpt(90
◦) reason-
able.
The created entangled photon pairs of the state
ρexpt(90
◦) is used to perform nonclassical RSPs, Eφ, for
(a) φ = 0, (b) φ = pi/2, (c) φ = pi, and (d) φ = 3pi/2
shown in Fig. 3 in the main text. Moreover, ρexpt(90
◦)
is also used to demonstrate E0 in the case of the desired
compensation (θHWP = 90
◦) in Fig. 4(a) and in the case
of Werner state at pnoise = 0 in Fig. 4(b) in the main
text.
NOISE MODEL FOR EXPERIMENTAL PHOTON
PAIRS
As shown in Eq. (24), there exist undesired compo-
nents in the created photon pairs, mainly due to the
imperfection of BBO crystals, the higher-order terms
of down-converted photons, the imperfection of optical
components, the accidental coincidences, and the imper-
fect detection efficiency, which cannot be corrected by
compensating the photon walk-off effect. In other words,
despite the use of the HWPs and the CBBO crystals for
compensating the photon walk-off effect, the polarization
state of the created photon pairs is not the ideal state
|Ψ−〉 in our experiment. To quantitatively describe the
resulting noise and imperfection that are present in our
experiment, we effectively represent the state in terms of
an ideal state |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−| mixed with white noise. There-
fore, after the compensation of the photon walk-off effect,
the created photon pairs in our noise model is described
by
ρnoise(90
◦) = (1− p) |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ pI ⊗ I
4
, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,
(25)
where p denotes the intensity of white noise in created
photon pairs. The p in our experiment can be est-
mated by maximizing the fidelity between ρnoise(90
◦) and
the experimentally created photon pairs, ρexpt(90
◦) (24).
The fidelity between them is defined as
F = tr
√
ρnoise(90◦)
1
2 ρexpt(90◦)ρnoise(90◦)
1
2 .
After performing the maximization task, the fidelity be-
tween ρnoise(90
◦) and ρexpt(90◦) is F ∼ 0.99, and the
estimated noise intensity is p = 0.06. Therefore, the ex-
perimental photon pairs in our noise model is
ρnoise(90
◦) = 0.94 |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ 0.06I ⊗ I
4
. (26)
We utilize the effective noise state ρnoise(90
◦) to cal-
culate the theoretical values of αtheory, βtheory, and
F¯s,theory(E) at θHWP = 90◦ in Fig. 4(a) in the main text.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4(b) in the main text, the
Werner state in our noise model is described as
ρW,noise(pnoise) = (1− pnoise)ρnoise(90◦) + pnoise I ⊗ I
4
,
(27)
where 0 ≤ pnoise ≤ 1 is the noise weight in Werner state.
We utilize ρW,noise(pnoise) to estimate the theoretical val-
ues of αtheory, βtheory, F¯s,theory(E), and quantum discord
in Fig. 4(b) in the main text. It is worth noting that the
experimental results are highly consistent with the the-
oretical values. It can be inferred that ρW,noise(pnoise) is
a good estimation of the created photon pairs in Werner
state varying with the noise weight.
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COMPENSATION OF THE PHOTON WALK-OFF
EFFECT
While a pumped laser beam enters the BBO crystal,
it is partially converted into a pair of mutually orthogo-
nally polarized photons, the ordinary and extraordinary
beams which are respectively horizontally and vertically
polarized. The two-photon state at the output surface of
the BBO crystal can be described as [14]
|Ψ〉 = η
∫
A(ωp)dωp
∫
d3ko
∫
d3k eδ(ωp − ωo − ωe)
∫ L
0
dzei(kp−ko−ke)za†koa
†
ke
|vac〉 , (28)
where the z direction is assumed to be parallel to the
pump beam, η is the constant comparing with SPDC
efficient; ωp, ωo and ωe are the frequencies of the pump,
ordinary, and extraordinary beams with the wave vectors
kp, ko, and k e, respectively; A(ωp) is the spectral profile
of the pump pulse; δ-function δ(ωp − ωo − ωe) shows the
energy conservation in SPDC; L = 2 mm is the length of
the BBO crystal; a†ko and a
†
ke
are the creation operators
for the ordinary and extraordinary beams respectively;
|vac〉 represents the vacuum state. Since the detectors
are in the modes a and b and narrow bandwidth filters
are added in front of the detectors to select frequencies
ωo = ωe = ωp/2, Eq. (28) can be simplified as
|Ψ′〉 = η′(a†0b†1 + eiφa†1b†0) |vac〉 ,
where η′ is the normalization constant, and a†i , b
†
i are
the creation operators of photon with polarized state |i〉
for spatial mode a, b respectively. After the normaliza-
tion, the polarized state of the generated photon pairs is
|ψ〉 = (|01〉 + eiφ |10〉)/√2, where 0 and 1 indicate hori-
zontal and vertical polarizations. Since the BBO crystal
is a birefringent crystal and the ordinary and extraordi-
nary beams have orthogonal polarization, a longitudinal
and spatial walk-off between the ordinary and extraordi-
nary beams is induced by the BBO crystal [15, 16]. We
assume that SPDC occurs in the center of the BBO crys-
tal, z = L/2, the walk-off effect makes horizontally polar-
ized photons be delayed by a time t = |1/u0 − 1/u1|L/2
with respect vertically polarized photons, where u0 and
u1 denote the velocities of the ordinary wave and extraor-
dinary wave in the BBO crystal, respectively. When the
photon pairs exit the BBO crystal, the walk-off effect
makes the state |ψ〉 becomes
|ψ′〉 = 1√
2
(|0t10〉+ eiφ |100t〉), (29)
where |ij〉 denotes the photon with polarized state |i〉 is
delayed time j. The delay time t makes |0t10〉 and |100t〉
distinguishable. Since we use entangled polarized state
in our RSP experiment, we perform a partial trace over
the time system, the polarized state of photon pairs is a
completely mixed state
ρwalk-off =
1
2
(|01〉〈01|+ |10〉〈10|). (30)
To compensate the photon walk-off effect, a HWP and
a CBBO crystal are used in each mode a and b. See
Fig. 2 in the main text. The unitary transform of HWP
for different setting angle θHWP is
UHWP(θHWP) =
[
cos(θHWP) sin(θHWP)
sin(θHWP) −cos(θHWP)
]
.
By setting the angle of the HWP in each mode a and b
at the same angle θHWP, i.e., θHWP,a = θHWP,b = θHWP,
the output state from the BBO crystal |ψ′〉 becomes
|ψ′′(θHWP)〉 = 1√
2
[(cos(θHWP) |0t〉+ sin(θHWP) |1t〉)(sin(θHWP) |00〉 − cos(θHWP) |10〉)
+ eiφ(sin(θHWP) |00〉 − cos(θHWP) |10〉)(cos(θHWP) |0t〉+ sin(θHWP) |1t〉)].
(31)
While the photon pairs go through the CBBO crystals
which make horizontally polarized photons be delayed
by a time t respect vertically polarized photons, the final
state after the CBBO crystals is
|ψout(θHWP)〉 = 1√
2
[(cos(θHWP) |02t〉+ sin(θHWP) |1t〉)(sin(θHWP) |0t〉 − cos(θHWP) |10〉)
+ eiφ(sin(θHWP) |0t〉 − cos(θHWP) |10〉)(cos(θHWP) |02t〉+ sin(θHWP) |1t〉)].
(32)
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Then, we use two QWPs and one HWP in mode a to
control the phase to become eiφ = −1. Thus, after the
partial trace over the time system, the generated polar-
ized state of the photon pairs is
ρent(θHWP) =
1
2
sin2(θHWP)(|10〉 − |01〉)(〈10| − 〈01|) + 1
2
cos2(θHWP)(|01〉〈01|+ |10〉〈10|)
= sin2(θHWP) |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ cos2(θHWP)ρwalk-off,
(33)
where |Ψ−〉 = (|10〉 − |01〉)/√2. We utilize ρent(θHWP)
to calculate αideal, βideal, and F¯s,ideal(E) in Fig. 4(a) in
the main text.
If the setting angle is 90◦, the unitary
UHWP(90
◦) =
[
0 1
1 0
]
makes the horizontal and vertical polarization be ex-
changed. Thus, Eqs. (31) and (32) for θHWP = 90
◦ are
|ψ′′(90◦)〉 = 1√
2
(|1t00〉+ eiφ |001t〉)
and
|ψout(90◦)〉 = 1√
2
(|1t0t〉+ eiφ |0t1t〉),
respectively. Since all photons of a pair have the same
delay pair which means the photon walk-off effect is com-
pensated after the CBBO crystals, after the partial trace
over the time system, for eiφ = −1, the generated state
ρent(90
◦) in Eq. (33) is the ideal creation of the state
ρent(90
◦) = |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|. By contrast, if the setting angle
θHWP = 0, the HWP do not exchanged the horizontal and
vertical polarization and the photon walk-off remains af-
ter photon pairs pass through the CBBO crystals. Since
the walk-off does not be compensated, the states |0t10〉
and |100t〉 remain distinguishable and the generated state
ρent(0) = ρwalk-off is a completely mixed state.
Combining the noise model given in Eq. (26) and the
polarization state of the created photon pairs varying
with the photon walk-off effect as shown in Eq. (33), the
theoretical estimation of the created photon pairs is de-
scribed by
ρent,noise(θHWP) = 0.94ρent(θHWP) + 0.06
I ⊗ I
4
. (34)
As shown in Fig. 4(a) in the main text and will be dis-
cussed in the following section, we utilize this theoret-
ical model to calculate the theoretical values of αtheory,
βtheory, F¯s,theory(E), quantum discord and EPR steerabil-
ity.
IMPLEMENTATION OF RSP PROTOCOL AND
RESULTING THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF
THE PROCESS STEERABILITY
As shown in Fig. 4(a) in the main text, we realize
the RSP protocol with respect to a target RSP, E(0)RSP,
of U : R(0) = (|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1|− |1〉〈1|)/√2. To ob-
tain the theoretical prediction of the process steerabil-
ity of the RSPs varying with the walk-off compensation
(θHWP), we utilize ρent,noise(θHWP) to achieve the RSPs
and obtain the resulting process matrices. In experimen-
tal RSPs, the process matrices were measured by using
the process tomography technique [10] and the optical
setup shown in Fig. 2 in the main text. The main steps
for implementing the RSP protocol are as follows.
First, as illustrated in Fig. 2 in the main text, we set
the HWP which is after the phase controller and before
the polarization analyzer in mode a at 22.5◦ to realize
the operation U† required on Alice’s side.
Second, we prepare the states |n〉mm〈n| as input states
by the polarization analyzer consisting of a QWP, a
HWP, and a polarizer in mode a. Note that |n〉m are
eigenvectors of σm for n = 0, 1 and m = 1, 2, 3 shown in
the main text. The preparation basis σm is determined
by adjusting the HWP and the QWP at different angles.
For example, by adjusting the HWP and the QWP at
angles of (22.5◦, 0◦) with respect to the vertical axis, the
preparation basis for the polarization states is set for σ1.
Similarly, the preparation bases are set for σ2 and σ3 by
adjusting the HWP and the QWP at angles of (0◦, 45◦)
and (0◦, 0◦), respectively. Then, we set the polarizer at
0◦ and 90◦ to prepare |0〉mm〈0| and |1〉mm〈1|, respectively.
Third, we perform state tomography to obtain the den-
sity matrix of output state E(|n〉mm〈n|) by the polariza-
tion analyzer in mode b. As mentioned in the previous
step, the measurement basis is also determined by the
components of the polarization analyzer in mode b. Tak-
ing |s0〉 = |0〉, |s⊥0 〉 = |1〉 for example, our goal is to
obtain the density matrix of E(|0〉33〈0|). We prepare the
input state |0〉33〈0| and |1〉33〈1| by adjusting the HWP,
the QWP, and the polarizer at angles of (0◦, 0◦, 0◦) and
(0◦, 0◦, 90◦) in mode a, respectively. Then, we perform
the measurement of σ1, σ2, and σ3 on E(|0〉33〈0|) in mode
b and record the coincident counts of them conditioned
on |0〉33〈0| and |1〉33〈1| prepared in mode a. The den-
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sity matrix of E (|s0〉 〈s0|) and E
(|s⊥0 〉 〈s⊥0 |) can then be
constructed through coincidence measurement results via
state tomography. According to the RSP protocol, the
density matrix of E(|0〉33〈0|) can be obtained by the mean
of E (|s0〉 〈s0|)) and E
(|s⊥0 〉 〈s⊥0 |) after correction, i.e.,
E(|0〉33〈0|) =
1
2
E (|s0〉 〈s0|)) + 1
2
ZE (|s⊥0 〉 〈s⊥0 |)Z†.
Fourth, considering the theoretical measurement re-
sults of ρent,noise(θHWP), we can get the theoretical out-
put states E(|n〉mm〈n|) for n = 0, 1 and m = 1, 2, 3.
Therefore, the theoretical process matrix χtheory of the
RSP can be obtained through process tomography [10].
According to χtheory, the process fidelity FE,theory and
the process steerability αtheory, βtheory can be calculated
via SDP [8, 9]. In addition, the theoretical average
state fidelity F¯s,theory can be obtained by F¯s,theory(E) =
(2FE,theory + 1)/3.
As shown in Fig. 4(a) in the main text, the experimen-
tal results are consistent with the theoretical predictions
of αtheory, βtheory, and F¯s,theory(E). Therefore, we can
conclude that ρent,noise(θHWP) is a good estimation of
the state of the experimental photon pairs varying with
the photon walk-off effect.
QUANTUM DISCORD AND EPR
STEERABILITY OF THE CREATED PHOTON
PAIRS
In this section, we utilize the geometric discord D [17]
and steerable weight SW [18] to measure quantum dis-
cord and EPR steerability of the created photon pairs,
respectively. We will show how to calculate the geometric
discord and steerable weight in the following subsections.
Geometric discord
For a given ρexpt, the geometric discord is calcu-
lated by the Bloch vector ~x ≡ (x1, x2, x3) with xi =
Tr [ρexpt (σi ⊗ I)] and the correlation tensor A with Aij =
Tr [ρexpt (σi ⊗ σj)] [17]. Here, {σi(j)}3i(j)=1 is composed
of σ1 = X, σ2 = Y , and σ3 = Z Pauli matrices. The
geometric discord of ρexpt takes the following form
D(ρexpt) = 1
4
[
Tr
(
~xT~x
)
+ Tr
(
ATA
)− kmax] , (35)
where the superscript T indicates the transpose operation
and kmax is the largest eigenvalue of matrix K = ~x~x
T +
AAT . Thus, we can obtain the experimental geometric
discord, denoted as Dexpt, by ρexpt.
As the results shown in Fig. 4(a) in the main text, the
density matrix of the created photon pairs at θHWP = 40
◦
in our experiment is of the following form:
ρexpt(40
◦) =

0.18 0.13− 0.04i −0.04 + 0.02i −0.01 + 0.09i
0.13 + 0.04i 0.40 −0.28 + 0.04i 0.01− 0.01i
−0.04− 0.02i −0.28− 0.04i 0.30 −0.08 + 0.05i
−0.01− 0.09i 0.01 + 0.01i −0.08− 0.05i 0.12
 , (36)
where the fidelity of ρexpt(40
◦) and the target state,
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|, is F ∼ 0.63 in our experiment. The resulting
geometric discord of ρexpt(40
◦) is Dexpt ∼ 0.08. Simi-
larly, the theoretical geometric discord, Dtheory ∼ 0.07,
can be obtained by ρent,noise(40
◦). With Dtheory ∼ 0.07
and Dexpt ∼ 0.08, the state of the created photon pairs
has quantum discord in terms of geometric discord, how-
ever the resulting RSP cannot satisfy the fidelity criteria
(6) in the main text.
As shown in Fig. 4(b) in the main text, the density
matrix of the created photon pairs at pnoise = 0.5 in our
experiment can be represented as
ρW,expt(0.5) =

0.13 −0.01 + 0.01i −0.01i 0.01i
−0.01− 0.01i 0.38 −0.23 + 0.01i 0.01i
0.01i −0.23− 0.01i 0.36 0.01− 0.01i
−0.01i −0.01i 0.01 + 0.01i 0.13
 , (37)
where the fidelity of ρW,expt(0.5) and the target state,
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|, is F ∼ 0.59 in our experiment. The resulting
geometric discord of ρW,expt(0.5) is Dexpt ∼ 0.10 and the
theoretical geometric discord of ρW,noise(0.5) is Dtheory ∼
13
0.11. It can be seen that the created photon pairs possess
quantum discord in terms of geometric discord but the
process steerability disappears. That is, it is possible
that a RSP which is based on the resource of quantum
discord can be described by classical RSP, Ec.
Steerable weight
Given an assemblage {ρ′nm}nm of unnormalized states
which Alice’s measurement affects Bob’s particle into,
steerable weight is defined as the minimum amount of
steerable resource in {ρ′nm}nm that cannot be repre-
sented in the form Eq. (9). Any assemblage {ρ′nm} can
be decomposed as
ρ′nm = µρ
′
nm,US + (1− µ)ρ′nm,S ∀n,m , (38)
where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and {ρ′nm,US}nm ({ρ′nm,S}nm) is
the unsteerable (steerable) assemblage in which the el-
ements can (cannot) be represented in the form Eq. (9).
The steerable weight SW (ρexpt) is then defined as
SW (ρexpt) = 1 − µ∗, where µ∗ denotes the maximum
µ and can be obtained via SDP; see [18] for more detail.
Here, to compare with quantum process steering that is
measured by process matrix of the RSP protocol con-
structed via process tomography algorithm, we choose
the measurements of the three Pauli matrices, X, Y , and
Z for m = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Through the density ma-
trices ρexpt and ρent,noise, we can get the experimental
and theoretical steerable weight, SWexpt and SWtheory,
respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a) in the main text,
the steerable weight of ρexpt(40
◦) shown in Eq. (37) is
SWexpt ∼ 0.02 which implies that the state of the cre-
ated photon pairs has EPR steerability in terms of steer-
able weight, however the resulting RSP cannot satisfy
the fidelity criteria (6) in the main text.
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